Faculty of Health and Sports Science
Thaksin University
222 M.2 Pa Payom
Phatthalung 93210
Thailand

19 July, 2018

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Nur Ikhwan Mohamad

Re: Invitation letter to visit Faculty of Health and Sports Science, Thaksin University

On behalf of Faculty of Health and Sports Science, Thaksin University, I would like to invite you to Faculty of Health and Sports Science as visiting professor from 2 – 9 August, 2018

Dr Chamnan Chinasee and his associates will work with you during the visit and you will engage in such activities as forming research proposal and writing manuscripts in the field of sports science.

The following support and resource will be made available to you: airfares, accommodation, transportation, a shared office and necessary facilities that can support those activities mentioned above.

I look forward to welcoming you to Faculty of Health and Sports Science. Please feel free to contact me should you require further assistance.

Yours Sincerely

[Signature]

(Assistant Professor Chaowalak Rittisorkrai)
Dean of Faculty of Health and Sports Science
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